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by Peter Huntoon

New Data on $5 Back Plates 629 and
637, and Their Mules

The purpose of this article is to provide you with new
data which I found at the Bureau of Engraving and
Printing on the $5 back plates 629 and 637. These two
plates were extremely important because their use
resulted in several rare mules in the Silver Certificate,
Legal Tender, and Federal Reserve series. This article
will focus on the Federal Reserve Notes thereby
extending the information which was presented in an
earlier article on mules in PAPER MONEY, volume 8,
number 4, pages 197 - 205. Please see that article for an
in-depth treatment of mules and how they were produc-
ed.

Mules

The term mule refers to any note which has micro (2
mm high) plate serial numbers on one side and macro (4
mm high) numbers on the other side. Beginning about
1937, the Bureau of Engraving and Printing began to
use the macro numbers on their plates, thereby making
the micro numbers previously in use obsolete. During a
several - year transition, plates having both sizes were
used concurrently. Quite often the back of one size
would be matched with the front of another during the
printing of sheets, thereby giving rise to the mule
varieties.

Back plates 629 and 637. Plate 629 created
mules between Nov. 1947 and Feb. 1948;
637 between June 1945 and June 1949.

Bureau Records

My initial hope when visiting the Bureau of
Engraving and Printing was to find the press record
cards for $5 micro back plates 629 and 637. These would
show, hen the plates were actually used on the presses,
and how many impressions were made from them.
Unfortunately, it appears that these invaluable records
h , -e been destroyed. However, there are some back-up
data available in a surviving ledger book entitled
"Ledger and historical record of uniform currency
backs." This great find contains the following
information on early series small size back plates and
covers the period of interest to this study: (1) plate serial
number — the number engraved on the plate, (2) plate
number — sequence number assigned to the plate as
part of the total Bureau plate inventory, (3) date plate
begun — manufacture began, (4) date plate finished —
manufacture completed, (5) dates plate sent to press, (6)
dated plate dropped from press, (7) date plate
reentered — design repressed into worn plate, (8) date
certified — plate certified for fitness for use after
reentry, and (9) date plate cancelled.

Records for 629 and 637

Like all records, the ledgers on back plates were made
by humans and are subject to certain problems. If you
keep records or files, you know that the worst thing that
can happen is to get something that doesn't fit in with
your other stuff. Such "special cases" are those most
often fouled up or lost. Well, back plates 629 and 637
were just such cases — there was something special
about both and they caused the record keepers all sorts
of problems. In fact, these plates were such a pain in the
neck, someone eventually made a special ledger sheet
for each, whereas the other sheets contained entries for
up to 27 separate plates.

As I searched the ledger, I found a total of three
different places for entries dealing with each of plates
629 and 637. Someone attempted to consolidate all the
data for these plates onto the special ledger sheets but in
the confusion, all the data for press runs for plate 637
after Feb. 8, 1946, were lost. This is unfortunate because
it forces us to piece together its usage between 1946 and
1949 from surviving notes rather than Bureau data.
Despite this problem, we can deduce enough about 637
to yield a meaningful historical account for our
numismatic purposes.

History of 629 and 637

Table 1 shows a summary of the ledgers for $5 back
plates 626 through 640. You will notice that the plate
serial numbers are arranged in order of "begun" dates.
Notice how some were never finished and others were
finished but never used. All were ultimately cancelled
between 1935 and 1938 except 629 and 637. The dates
associated with 629 and 637 stand out in stark contrast
to the others.

Plate 629 was finished in 1933, which was normal, but
it was never used until 1947 — fully 14 years later than
expected' It :, Imost looks from the record as if it
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Dates associated with the manufacture, use, and cancellation of $5 back plates with serial numbers
626 through 640.

Serial Date First Date Last Drop-
Number Date Begun Date Finished Sent to Press ped from Press Date Cancelled

626 Nov 3, 1933 Feb 19, 1934 never used Apr 1, 1937
627 Nov 3, 1933 Feb 23, 1934 never used Apr 1, 1937
628 Dec 6, 1933 Jan 9, 1934 never used Apr 1, 1937
629 Dec 6, 1933 Dec 29, 1933 Nou 17, 1947 Feb 2, 1948 Feb 17, 1948
630 Oct 26, 1934 Jan 31, 1935 Jan 11, 1936 Sep 6, 1938 Sep 7, 1938
631 Dec 13, 1934 never finished Jan 7, 1935
632 Dec 13, 1934 Jan 2, 1934 Nov 27, 1935 May 25, 1936 May 26, 1936
633 Dec 19, 1934 Jan 7, 1935 Nov 27, 1935 Sep 6, 1938 Sep 7, 1938
634 Dec 19, 1934 Jan 8, 1935 Nov 27, 1935 Apr 1, 1937 Apr 2, 1937
635 Dec 28, 1934 never finished Jan 24, 1935
636 Dec, 28, 1934 Jan 11, 1935 Nov 27, 1935 Apr 7, 1938 Apr 8, 1938
637 Jan 24, 1935 Nov 10, 1944 June 23, 1945 no record* Jun 16,1949**
6:3 Jan 24, 1935 Feb 4, 1935 Nov 27, 1935 Oct 1, 1936 Oct 2, 1936
639 Jul 9, 1935 Jul 18, 1935 Nov 27, 1935 Nov 23, 1936 Nov 24, 1936
640 Jul 9, 1935 Jul 18, 1935 Nov 27, 1935 May 19, 1937 May 20, 1937

*The last entry showing when plate 637 was sent to press was dated Feb. 8, 1946. There are no entries showing when it was dropped but my records
of Silver Certificates with 637 backs indicate that the plate was used into 1949.

**Plate 637 was not cancelled on June 16, 1949, rather the records show it was Transferred. Where t was transferred to is unknown!

belonged in the "never used" category like its
predecessors 626, 627, and 628. However, unlike them, it
was never cancelled. Someone found it in 1947 and sent
it to press!

Plate 637 is even more interesting. It was never
completed until 1944. By then it was completed as a cy-
wel plate instead of an iron plate - the distinction is not
known to me. Once completed, it went to press
intermittently from 1945 to 1949.

Table 2 shows the recorded history of both of these
extraordinary plates. Once 629 found its way to press in
1947, it was left on the press for a little less than three
months whereupon it began to show wear. It was
removed from the press and the design was reentered on
February 3, 1948. For some reason, probably because it
was so old and odd, it was never certified. It was
cancelled two weeks later on February 17, 1948. As
documented on Table 2, someone recognized that it had
micro numbers and boldly write "Do not send to Press"
across its ledger sheet. This notation was probably
written after it was reentered.

The history of plate 637 is obscure after 1946. Notice
from Table 2 that it wasn't completed until 1944. Why is
a mystery. It went to press in 1945, was reentered after
its first press hitch, and went back to press just like any
other plate of 1945 vintage. What confuses me is why its
record is missing after 1946. If you study the known 637
miles, you will discover that they are most plentiful on
the Silver Certificates printed between 19 215 and 1949.
Mules from this plate also occur on like'-'Vintage LT's
and FRN's, so we know that the plate had a long, useful
life.

Plate 637 remained special to those who handled it.
Instead of being cancelled in 1949 when that decision
came, it was transferred - to where is unknown, but it
held the distinction of being the last micro $5 back plate
to serve in production.

Plate 637 produced just about every great $5 mule
rarity that involved micro back plates! Plate 629, with
its limited printings of a few months in 1947-48, also
produced great rarities in the SC and LT series. 629 was
probably also muled with some FRN 1934C faces. The
notes from 629 are far rarer than their counterparts
from 637 but far fewer series were affected.

Table 2. Detailed records for $5 back plates with serial numbers 629 and 637.

Serial
Number

629
637

Number 	 Date Sent
of Plate 	 Date Begun Date Finished to Press

Iron 1422 	 Dec 6, 1933 Dec 29, 1933 	 Nov 17, 1947
Cy-wel 1442 Jan 24, 1935 Nov 10, 1944 Jun 23, 1945

Nov 30, 1945
Feb 8, 1946

Date Dropped
from Press

Feb 2, 1948
Sep 24, 1945
Jan 28, 1946
no entry

Date	 Date 	 Date
Reentered* Certified

	
Cancelled

Feb 3, 1948 never 	 Feb 17, 1948
Sep 25, 1945 Nov 28, 1945

Jun 16, 1949**

* Reentered means that a roll containing - a raised relief image of the design is used to repress the design into the plate after the plate shows signs of wear.
Once this process is completed, the plate must be recertified for use.

**Plate 637 was not cancelled, rather the notation "transferred" is entered along with the date of Jun 16, 1949.

NOTICE: The notation "Do not send to Press" and "old Gauge" are handwritten boldly across the top of the ledger for plate 629. "Old Gauge" refers to
the micro size of the plate serial numbers on this plate. When the "Do not send to Press" was written is unknown - my guess is after the plate
was reentered in 1948.
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Two scarce FRN mules, both with back plate 637. The 1934B was printed between June 1945 and July 1946; the
19340 between Dec. 1946 and June 1949. Plate 637 should have worn out by 1938 had it not received special
treatment.

Table 3. Periods during which $5 1934, 34A, 34B, and 34C Federal Reserve face plates were put to press.

(Usage was not always continuous during these periods so short time gaps on the order of months may exist. Only the gap associated with the
1934A Cleveland printings is significant.)

1934 1934A 1934B 1934C

Boston 11,1 21/35 - 	 7/23/45 9/ 6/43 -1/23/46 11/16/45 - 12/ 6/46 10/24/46 - 	 8/25/48
New York 10/31/34 - 11/16/45 8'12'41 -3/26/46 11/ 7/45 - 12/ 2/46 12' 5/46 - 	 2/27/50
Philadelphia 12/12/34 -	 1/22/46 7'27'43 -1/23/46 11/20/45 - 10/23/46 10/23/46 - 12/27/49
Cleveland 11/22/35 - 	 1/ 6/46 9'18'42 -1/11/43 11/16/45 - 	 2/12/47 1/ 6/47 - 	 1/ 4/50

11'30'45 -6/ 3/46
Richmond 11/22/35 -	 1;23;46 9'29'42 -3/ 7,'46 11/ 9/45 - 12/23/46 1/ 7/46 - 	 1/30/50
Atlanta 12/12/34 - 11/23/45 10; 6/42 -5/ 7'46 11/16/45 - 12/23/46 3/ 3/47 - 	 1/23/50
Chicago 12/10/34 - 	 1/28/44 10'26,'42 -	 2/ 6/46 11/23/45 - 12.' 5/46 11/13/46 - 	 2/27'50
St. Louis 10/13/34 - 10/23/45 7/24/44 - 12/26/45 2/27/46 - 11/25/46 11/ 7/46 - 10/28/49
Minneapolis 10/18/34 - 11/ 7/44 none 4/23/46 - 11/ 8/46 3/26/47 - 	 4/ 1/49
Kansas City 11/22/35 - 	 9/24/45 none 2/ 4/47 - 	 2/24/47 1/23/47 - 	 8/29/49
Dallas 7/ 9,'35 - 	 4/30/45 none none 3/26/47 - 10/14/49
San Francisco 8/ 9/35 - 12/18/43 9/22/43 -	 7/24/46 2/27/46 - 10/29./46 10/29/46 - 10/28/49

RANGE 10/13/34 - 	 1/23/46 8/12/41 -	 7/24/46 11/ 7/45 - 	 2/24/47 10/23/46 - 	 2/27/50

Federal Reserve Printings

As luck would have it, a face plate ledger for the Series
1934 through 1934C FRN printings still exists. Table 3
summarizes by district the periods during which the $5
1934 - 1934C plates were on the presses. A number of
important things can be deduced from this record. For
this study, we can compare the overlap between these
FRN printings, and the 629 and 637 printings to see just
which couplings are possible.

For students of changeover pairs, overlaps in series
printings for a given district identify the possible
changeover pairs. For example, Table 3 shows that the
following changeover pairs are possible for Richmond:
1934-34-A, 1934-34B, 1934A-34B, and 1934B-34C.

One other nugget which is available from Table 3 is
insight into the $5 1934A mules which could have been
made from micro plates other than 629 and 637.

629 and 637 Possibilities

Table 4 shows the possible $5 FRN faces which could
be coupled with 629 and 637 backs. The entries in Table
4 are based solely on overlaps in the printings from
these back plates and the printings from the various $5
FRN faces. If you study Tables 3 and 4, you will discover
that additional combinations are not possible even if
printings containing 629 and 637 backs were stockpiled
for later use. We know that no 629 or 637 stockpiles
survived past 1949 because neither has been muled with
any class of $5 Clark-Snyder faces.

Important is the fact that 637 backs could have been
matched with 1934 faces for eight districts. The
resulting notes would not be mules because both sides
have micro numbers. Such interesting notes could have
been produced after June, 1945. They would fall in the
category of very scarce blue - green seal, unmuled
1934's. I have never seen or heard of one, and rather
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Table 4. Possible $5 1934, 34A, 34B, and 34C Federal
Reserve Notes which could have been printed
on backs from plates 629 and 637. (A
combination is considered possible if both the faces
and backs were printed during overlapping periods
of time. The 1934A, 34B, and 34C notes would be
mules.).

1934 1934A 1934B 1934C
Boston 637 637 637 629, 637
New York 637 637 637 629, 637
Philadelphia 637 637 637 629, 637
Cleveland 637 637 637 629, 637
Richmond 637 637 637 629, 637
Atlanta 637 637 637 629, 637
Chicago none 637 637 629, 637
St. Louis 637 637 637 629, 637
Minneapolis none none 637 629, 637
Kansas City 637 none 637 629, 637
Dallas none none none 629, 637
San Francisco none 637 637 629, 637

doubt that they exist. Probably the printings from 637
during this period were routed to SC and LT face presses
instead of to FRN face presses!

I934A FRN Mules

The 1934A FRN mule, any district, ranks as the rarest
mule. I have never seen one although two origins for
them are possible. As emphasized in Table 4, 637 backs
could have been matched with 1934A faces from nine
different districts to create mules. There is one other
Possibility. The last regular micro back elates were
being used up in early 1942. From Table 3 you can see
that 1934A New York face plates began to be used as
early as August 1941. Some of the notes from these
printings could have been muled with old micro backs.
New York 1934A mules comprise the only possible
1934A mules from micro plates other than 637!

Only one 1934A mule has come to my attention, and it
is owned by Leon Goodman. Leon advised that his note
is from New York, and he thought it came from one of
the 1941-42 printings, not the 1945-46 637 printings.

The extreme rarity of the 1934A FRN mules is
puzzling considering the number of possibilities
presented in Table 4. I can only speculate that most if
not all of the 637 printings were fortuitously routed to
SC and LT face presses for their fronts during the 1945-
46 interval. The 1945 through 1949 vintage SC's have
proven to be rich in 637 back plate mules which include
1934A, 34B, and 34C varieties.

Cataloged 1934A FRN Mules

If you will look at the 1934A FRN mule listings in
O'Donnell's catalog, you will see serials for notes from
four districts, and inexplicably low prices. With the
record at hand, I can advise you with authority that the
low serials which are listed, those beginning with 00 or
000, simply could not be mules. These serials were
printed well before the 1942 period when the first 1934A
plates went to press. Actually these serials look to me

like they belong in the 1934 yellow-green seal ranges, an
opinion substantiated by the 1934 yellow-green seal
listings in the same catalog. Obviously there has been
confusion here.

I am looking forward to seeing my first 1934A FRN
mule. Until a few come along, we will not fully
appreciate just why they are so rare, or what
circumstances transpired to create them. At this point
we are starved for observational data.

$5 Hawaii Varieties

The 1942 period was an exciting one for $5 FRN
varieties. Several important events converged to make
it unique. First, the first $5 Hawaii notes were printed in
early 1942. Second, the last of the $5 micro back plates
were being used up and none were left by mid-1942
except 629 and 637. Third, 1934A plates for some
districts began to appear on the presses.

The earliest $5 Hawaii's were delivered to the
Treasurer on June 8, 1942. The first shipment consisted
of serials L12396001A through L14996000A. From
Table 3 all had to be either 1934 or 1934 mule varieties
because no San Francisco 1934A plates were used until
September, 1943. Successive $5 Hawaii printings
utilized 1934A plates, but by 1943 all the micro back
plates except 629 and 637 were gone. Consequently it
was impossible to develop a 1934A Hawaii mule using
regular micro back plates.

Scarce unrnuled 1934 HAWAII frorn the early $5 Hawaii
printings in 1942.

The last $5 Hawaii notes were printed in 1944 over a
year before 637 was put to press for the first time. Once
again there was no overlap between $5 1934A Hawaii
printings and the use of a micro back plate. The result:
$5 Hawaii 1934A mules are unknown.

(Continued On Page 60)
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The Postal Money Order —

A Neglected Collectible

Some Philippine Examples
by Peter Robin

Photographs by Adrien Boutrelle

Beating the "numistelic" (one could write
"philamatic") bushes for off - beat material is always a
challenge, often not immediately rewarding, and
occasionally full of surprises. Since disposing of my
non-US paper money collection in 1974, I have been
concentrating (much to the distress of the dealers with
whom I come in contact) on acquiring both knowledge
and specimens of Postal Money Orders, a not  - too - easy
endeavor, let me assure you.

Some time ago, I acquired three pieces of Philippine
PMOs issued at the very time the Japanese were
evicting General Wainwright from Corregidor and
bring the archipelago within the Co-Prosperity Sphere.

Pieces current at that time were apparently of a
standard format, but were printed (or overprinted) for
use in individually specified towns; the three pieces I
own were all issued from the island of Palawan — the
southwestern - most island of the Philippines. They
range in date of issue from April 18th to May 14th of
1942, the last formal resistance having ended on May
9th.

The pieces, including counterfoils (which were to be
cut to show the denomination of the Order), are 210 x
80mm. Aside from the counterfoil, there are two
sections, the central portion being postmarked by the
Office of Issue and the right - hand portion being
postmarked by the Paying Office. Both sections
apparently had to be signed by the recipient of the
funds. Each issuing post office seems to have had an
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Office Number assigned to it, apparently assigned in
alphabetical sequence as my pieces are Nr. 392 - Coron,
Nr. 393 - Culion, and Nr. 394 - Cuyo. The pieces are
serially numbered as well.

There are two variations of interest on my three
pieces: one is denominated in Pesos/Centavos and two
in Dollars/Cents, and two are printed on rose-colored
paper with faintly outlined "Philippines Postal Money
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Summary

The unusual handling of $5 back plates 629 and 637,
produced in 1933 and 1935 respectively, provided us
with the most exciting suite of mules in our small note
repertoire. Plate 629 was placed in a state of suspended
animation for 14 years before finally being snatched
back for a brief 3-month period of use. Plate 637 was in
limbo for nine years before it was even finished. Then it
was favored with five years of rather continuous use
which is in itself an unusually long term of service.

Whatever factors combined to delay the use of these
plates for such long periods of time they created for us
one of the most challenging varieties known in
numismatics. Rarities printed from one or both of these
plates are found in the $5 mules of the 1934A, 1934B,
and 1934C FRN's; 1928D and 1928E LT's; 1934A,
1934B, and 1934C SC's; and possibly 1928C LT's. Other
unmuled combinations are possible from plate 637 in
the 1934 FRN's. Regardless of district the 1934A, 1934B,
and 1934C FRN mules from these printings rank among
the rarest of the mules.
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